St. Bede’s R.C. Primary South Shields


Headteacher since 2005.



Ofsted ‘outstanding’ grading in 2013.



1 form entry primary school with 210 pupils and morning
nursery school.



20% FSM, 25% EAL pupils, high stability and above
average deprivation indicator.



Part of a cluster of 6 R.C. primary schools from South
Shields.



Feeder school for St. Wilfrid’s R.C. College, South
Shields- ‘Ofsted outstanding’- 2014.

High Achievement for All


Since 2013 involvement in ‘High Achievement for
All’ project with Ofsted.



Cluster of headteachers established from primary
schools in Tyne and Wear.



Sharing good practice and developing strategies to
raise the achievement of Pupil Premium children.



March 2016- meeting with Mark Evans H.M.I. to
discuss ways to improve the transition of all pupils
from primary to secondary school with a specific
focus on their academic needs.

Existing Curriculum Transition
Arrangements


Pupil Portfolios- a range of pieces of work completed across the
curriculum to demonstrate pupils’ current standards in all subject
areas.



System in place for over 10 years.



Primary school perspective of the portfolio: rushed at the end of
term; a chore for class teachers; discrete pieces of work with no link
to current units of work; inaccurate reflection of pupils’ abilities.



Secondary perspective of the portfolio: portfolios not used to assess
pupils’ current abilities in subject areas; do not inform data; do not
inform future planning.

Building on Pupils’ Prior Learning


Develop a transition project that enables
secondary schools to build on pupils’ prior learning
in English, specifically writing.



Allows Y6 pupils to give an accurate reflection of
the standard of writing they are achieving in Y6.



Provide a concrete baseline from which secondary
schools can plan to provide challenge, and ensure
progression in English/writing.

Cross-phase partnership


Cluster primary- St. Gregory’s R.C. South Shields
received National Support Funding in 2015.



Cluster writing moderation group was established in 2015,
including Y7 transition co-ordinator.



Children’s writing from feeder primary schools was
assessed by English co-ordinators against the new
‘expected standard’ at the end of KS2.



Improve assessment practices and provide correlation
between Y6 and Y7 data and build trust in terms of
validity of assessment data.



Avoid the need for baseline assessment in writing in Y7

Transition Project


Existing moderation group to plan a unit of English
work/writing.



Y6 pupils complete a unit of English work in Y7
English exercise books during final half term of Y6.



Y6 pupils to demonstrate their best writing i.e.
presentation, spelling, grammar and punctuation,
structure and style of writing.



Y7 English teachers will have a concrete baseline in
writing to maintain and improve upon.

Transition Project


Private Peaceful by Michael Morpurgo.



Continuity in Y8 as playscript.



Planning was done by the writing moderation group:
agreed genres of writing; resources and ideas shared
and agreed.



St. Wilfrid’s provided exercise books and copies of
Private Peaceful.



Y6 pupils to complete 4-5 pieces of writing in Y7
English exercise books.

Y6 Perspective


Y6 pupils highly motivated to produce their best work for their new teachers
to make a good first impression.



Pupils loved Private Peaceful and were aware they would be studying the
book at St. Wilfrid’s.



No ‘after-SATs’ dip in standards, motivation or purpose.



Y6 staff and pupils worked very hard to ensure there was high quality
writing in Y7 English books.



Y6 staff wanted to provide Y7 English teachers with a concrete example of
their assessment of pupils’ writing to inform and validate the pupils’ data,
and inform future planning.



Y6 staff wanted to provide the Y7 staff and new pupils with a high quality
starting point from which the pupils could improve their writing.

Problems Encountered


Rather rushed process due to lack of time.



Collection of exercise books at the end of term was variable.



Exercise books delivered to Y6 classes after the start of the final half
term.



Planning of the unit of work needed more time and discussion.



These organisational problems can be solved with good forward
planning this year.



Writing moderation group is a good vehicle for planning and
organisation.



Y6 writing from the last half term had to be photocopied to keep for
evidence of progress over time.

Impact in Y7










Impact to be monitored in the Autumn term by writing
moderation group and cluster headteachers.
It is our hope that Y7 staff have been able to use the Y6
pupils’ writing effectively, and that it has informed future
planning in Y7, and validated KS2 assessments in writing.
It is our hope that the new Y7 pupils will be able to look
back on their Y6 writing and recognise the progress they
are making throughout the year.
Looking ahead we hope to arrange for Y6 teachers to teach
English in Y7 classes to gain an understanding of the Y7
curriculum
Y7 teachers to teach English in Y6 classes to gain an
understanding of the Y6 curriculum.

